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Outline of the presentation
› Outline of the presentation
1. Guidelines: who are they for, benefits and
drawbacks
2. Few general points about reporting on ethical
issues in HTA
3. Reporting on method
4. Reporting the results
5. Interpretation of the results
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1. Guidelines in ethics for HTA –
who are they for?
› Those familiar with HTA but not with ethics in HTA
› Those who have to evaluate the quality of systematic review
which includes an ethics component
› Those with responsibility for implementing the findings of a
systematic review which contains an ethics component
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1. Benefits of guidelines in ethics for HTA
› Structures the analysis, increasing its readability
› Promotes consistency in terminology
› Increases transparency
- … and therefore, also, reproducibility and transferability

› Improves communication
- Between agency/decision-maker/person carrying out the ethics analysis
- By clarifying expectations regarding structure, content, output…

› Facilitates the quality assessment of the resulting analysis
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1. Drawbacks of guidelines in ethics for
HTA?
› Standardisation where none is possible?
- “Our systematic review identified a range of approaches to aid consideration of
ethical issues throughout the HTA process, yet no generally accepted way was
found” (Assasi et al, 2014)
- But… we could make the same case for (non-ethics) systematic reviews, yet
guidelines do exist! (e.g. CRD’s guidance)
- Standardisation need not prohibit flexibility of method and judgement (Duthie &
Bond, 2011)

› Would guidelines encourage a “race to the bottom”?
- stipulating a set of minimum criteria to be met may have the result that this
“minimum” will become “the standard”
- Has this been the case in other areas of systematic reviews?
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2. A few general points about reporting on
ethical issues in HTA
› Transparency
- Perspective adopted (e.g. patient, health system, healthcare providers…)
- Value conflicts among these stakeholders

› Framework
- Which framework was/was not adopted and why (Socratic, principlism, etc.)…
- Choice contingent on: technology type, research question, expertise available, etc.

› Usefulness of the output
- What is the objective of the ethical analysis
- What do the decision-makers want/need?

› Output has to be context-sensitive:
- Differences in: socio-cultural values, political ideologies, values underpinning the
health system, etc.

› Practical constraints
- availability of required time/resources
- availability of expertise
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3. Reporting on method: key steps in doing
a systematic review of ethical issues in HTA
Two types of systematic reviews in ethics for HTA:
› Systematic review of reasons (Sofaer/Strech model)
› Systematic review of normative literature (McCullough et al model)
Difference in the question asked:
› Systematic review of reasons asks an empirical question
- E.g., what reasons have been given for the view that former drug trial
participants should or should not be ensured post-trial access to trial drugs

› Systematic review of normative literature asks a normative question
- E.g., [P] In patients with mental disorders [I] is use of concealed medications in
food/drink, [C] rather than prescribing medications in the usual way or forcibly
administering them, [O] ethically justifiable?
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3. Reporting on method: key steps in doing
a systematic review of ethical issues in HTA
1. Formulate the review question (SR of reasons vs. SR of normative
literature)
2. Eligibility criteria (inclusion/exclusion)
3. Literature & ancillary search strategies
4. Data extraction
5. Quality assessment
6. Reporting on the results
7. Interpretation of results

(References: Sofaer and Strech 2012; McCullough et al 2007; Hofmann et al 2014;
adapted)
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4. Reporting the results 1 – SR of reasons
(Sofaer/Strech model)
Example: Droste et al (2011) “Ethical issues in autologous stem cell transplantation
(ASCT) in advanced breast cancer: A systematic review of the literature”
› a systematic review of literature on ethical issues related to ASCT
› assigned issues to B. Hoffman’s framework
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4. Reporting the results 1 – SR of reasons
(Sofaer/Strech model)
Droste et al (2011) “Ethical issues in autologous stem cell transplantation (ASCT) in
advanced breast cancer: A systematic review of the literature” – cont’d
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4. Reporting the results 1 – SR of normative lit
(McCullough model)
Example: McCullough et al (2007) Constructing a Systematic Review for
Argument-Based Clinical Ethics Literature: The Example of Concealed
Medications
› PICO: In patients with mental disorders (schizophrenia, dementia), is use
of concealed medications in food or drink, rather than prescribing
medications in the usual way or forcibly administering them, ethically
justifiable?
› Narrative discussion of the 7 publications that met their criteria + table of
“critical analysis”
› N.B. did not assign their findings to a framework (e.g. B.Hofmann’s,
principlist, etc.)
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4. Reporting the results 1 – SR of normative lit
(McCullough model)
Example: McCullough et al (2007) Constructing a Systematic Review for ArgumentBased Clinical Ethics Literature: The Example of Concealed Medications – cont’d
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5. Interpretation of results
Reporting alone isn’t enough – interpretation is also needed
› Salience of arguments/issues identified in the evidence-gathering stage…
› Main ethical disagreements identified
› Evidence gaps and their importance
› Linking of findings to context in which the decision is being made:
- values underlying the health system
- socio-cultural values in the jurisdiction of interest
- political context (conservative, progressive, etc.)
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5. Interpretation of results
Possible approach to presenting the interpretation (e.g. in an executive
summary):
› 10 arguments were identified in the literature
› Main disagreement was between arguments that […] and arguments that
[…]
› The following 2 arguments are the most relevant to our jurisdictional
context
- Argument 1 [describe argument and relevance to context]
- Argument 2 [describe argument and relevance to context]

› Value preference A supports adopting the position following from arg 1
› Value preference B supports adopting the position following from arg 2
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